Purpose of pbWiki

Discuss: Why was pbwiki created? What does it allow users to do? Personal and professional uses.

Why was PBWiki created?

PBWiki was created for many different uses, such as business, academic, and personal use. For business use it helps free up time to do more productive work and to improve organization. PBWiki is also a helpful tool in the classroom. If students have a group project to work on, a wiki is a great place to collaborate. It allows them to continue adding work, change work, and even easily undo something that some one changed but should not have. It connects teachers, students, and parents as well to get everyone involved. It is also a way to keep students engaged outside of the classroom and provide them with a different kind of school work that they may be more interested in. Through personal use, you can share files and documents, let your page be private or public, or anywhere in between, and if you receive any e-mails it notifies you to keep you up-to-date.

Sources:
http://pbwiki.com/business.wiki
http://pbwiki.com/academic.wiki
http://pbwiki.com/personal.wiki

What PBWiki allows users to do:

Using PBWiki in a business allows workers to work with customers more efficiently and provides information protection better than e-mailing. Also, the information will be posted to the correct audience. It allows users to share documents and files online instead of sending an electronic e-mail to everyone. This saves a lot of time and reduces so many e-mails going in and out, which gives people more time to do productive work. It enables people to reverse any chances instantly because PBWiki keeps a record of any changes made.

Source:
http://pbwiki.com/content/consulting-project-collaboration

Personal and Professional Uses: